
Bona Diamond Blades – Stripping resilient floors

BREAKING BARRIERS IN SANDING

Established in 1919, Bona is a world leading innovator with a unique system for wooden 

floor treatment. Through subsidiaries and distributors we have local presence in more than 

90 different countries enabling us to be close to our customers and craftsmen.

Our long commitment and passion for wooden floors enable us to offer lasting, sustainable 

results that meet all wooden floor needs for professionals and floor owners alike. 

bona.com



Wood sanding.
Edge sanding.

Concrete sanding.
Resilient stripping.
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Effect brushing.
Buffing & Polishing.

Resilient stripping just got better and faster with Bona 

Diamond Blades. Never content with the present, Bona 

Flexisand expands in versatility with safe and effective 

surface preparation of resilient floors. With one versatile 

machine as basis, you can now prepare and bare strip 

wooden, resilient and concrete floors as well as create 

stunning effects through brushing, buffing and polishing.

To speed up the stripping process Bona Diamond Blades is 

the right choice. The innovative discs enable a fast stripping 

of resilient floors that is up to 60% faster than standard 

processes. It enables a safe and straightforward method 

that is both free of chemicals and that demands less water. 

Bona Diamonds Blades – breaking barriers in sanding!

A NEW BREAKTHROUGH FOR RESILIENT FLOORS

    FASTER

    EFFECTIVE

    SAFE AND SIMPLE

WORLD’SFIRST



The innovative Bona Diamond Blades offers a faster 

stripping process that is up to 60% faster than industry 

standard stripping processes. Instead of a process of 5-7 

hours you can now transform your floor in just 1,5 hours, 

which saves you both time and money.

FASTER

A safer way of doing the job compared to the traditional 

methods. So, you can be sure that all residuals from the 

resilient floor is removed and without the risk of discoloration. 

It is a process free from chemicals and is the solution for 

surfaces which you earlier could not work with and you can 

be sure that it gets the job done.

SAFE AND SIMPLE

It is highly effective and as it demands less water, you as a 

contractor can secure a longer lifetime of your machine 

assortment. It provides you with clean conditions and a 

longer performance thanks to the clogging free stripping 

that Bona Diamond blades provide.

EFFECTIVE

TIME  0                         30                                60  

INDUSTRY STANDARD 

BONA STRIPPING

The World´s first Bona Diamond Blades are constructed to not 

warm up the heat sensitive resilient surface. They are made of 

wooden pads mounted with diamond coated blades instead of 

classic abrasive discs. The blades double as integrated cooling 

fans throughout the abrading process. The stable surface 

temperature enables the floor to be abraded without the 

problem of clogging that normally follows. The unique form and 

coating mixture of the metal and diamonds G 100 makes it 

possible to strip resilient floor surfaces without clogging and 

tedious steps.

BONA DIAMOND BLADES

The discs are securely 

fastened in just a go 

CONNECT ON MOUNT

Unique mixture between 

diamond and metal

DIAMOND COVER

A SIMPLE PROCESS FROM START TO FINISH

AFTERBEFORE

AN ASTONISHING RESULT

Astonishing results accomplished at Noraplan Rubber, in more 

than half of the working time than using a traditional stripping 

method, using Bona Flexisand mounted with Bona Diamond 

Blades and a layer of Bona Pure.

CLOGG

FREE

AGRESSIVE
STRIPPING

60%
FASTER

CHEMICAL
FREE



Bona offers the most comprehensive range of sanding 

solutions. You will find an entire system of compatible 

products and solutions that deliver unparalleled 

performance, allowing you to work with efficiency and 

speed, without compromising on quality. You can rely on 

Bona for the best possible selection of tools and products 

for the job. With just one machine as basis, you can expand 

your capacity and be sure that you can be empowered 

when working with resilient floor. The innovative Bona 

Diamond Blades enable a simple stripping procedure – as 

easy as wooden floor abrasion.  

EXPANDING YOUR WORK CAPACITY

 RESILIENT 
STRIPPING

Each flooring type has its specific character but in general 

the renovation process is the same. With Bona Diamond 

Blades and PowerDrive Connect you have innovation of 

stripping resilient floors in your hands. Which stripping 

method to choose depends mainly on how and with what 

the floor has been maintained with and how thick the build-

up of care products is. Bona Diamond Blades offers a 

chemical free process with less use of water. It enables you 

to accomplish fantastic results, from clear coat restoration 

to total transformation. 

UNIQUELY STRAIGHTFORWARD

METHOD 1 – RESTORING A FLOOR (2 HOURS)

METHOD 2 – TRANSFORMING A FLOOR (1,5 HOUR)

BONA RESILIENT STRIPPING PROCESS

FLEXISAND SUPRAFLEX FLEXISAND ROLLER

Net 
Ceramic

G80

Sand
Scrad

POWERSCRUBBER ROLLER 

FLEXISAND SUPRAFLEX WATER FLEXISAND 
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Ceramic

G80

Net 
Ceramic

G80

Start by evaluating if the floor is able to be renovated. To 

restore the floor, start by dry sanding with Bona FlexiSand, 

PowerDrive Connect and Bona Diamond Blades. Use Bona 

Supraflex around the edges with Bona Net G80. Add water to 

the floor and use Bona FlexiSand, Quattro Disc, Bona Net 

Ceramic G80 . The process only demand 1/3 of traditional 

stripping. Pick up slurry water with Bona PowerScrubber and 

leave to dry over night and finish by applying clear coat.

Start by evaluating if the floor is able to be renovated. To 

transform the floor start by dry sanding with Bona FlexiSand, 

PowerDrive Connect and Bona Diamond Blades. Use Bona 

Supraflex around the edges with Bona Net G80. Use Bona 

FlexiSand, PadDriver, SandScrad. Finish by adding colour 

coat.


